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with Germany. For the same situation had arisen in Hungary
as in Poland. There was no rule of primogeniture; every
member of the royal family might be a claimant for the
throne, though the eldest was regarded as having the best
right. The struggles for the succession that began in 1039 had
enabled the king of Germany to establish his suzerainty, but
civil war in Germany made it impossible to maintain it; and
though the German kings intervened afterwards in Hungarian
affairs,1 they could not exact homage, and Hungary ceased
to be a vassal-state.
Hungary, too, was more fortunate than Poland in that,
after it had shaken off the German yoke, the capable rule of
Ladislas I (1077-95) and Koloman (1095-1114) built up a and
powerful State. It was first of all strongly defended b
castles, especially on its western frontiers, where the marshy
nature of the ground provided an additional protection against
a German invader. To develop its natural resources, German
immigration was encouraged, and Slavs and Patzinaks were
also settled as cultivators. Finally, the boundaries of the
kingdom were extended in the south-west by the conquest of
Croatia, begun by Ladislas and completed by Koloman, who
reached the Adriatic and acquired part of the Dalmatian
coast. This involved war with Venice, which jealously
regarded the northern Adriatic as its own preserve; the
Dalmatian towns were destined to change hands several
times in the succeeding centuries.
At the beginning of his reign Koloman had to cope with Disputes
^i	^ ,1	t       J?         i   -l-    j.     -i.    •	j.t. •   over the
the passage of the crusaders through his territories on their STlccession
way to Constantinople to participate in the First Crusade.
At the end he had the much more formidable danger of civil
war. His brother Almos repeatedly revolted against him,
and at last Koloman took him prisoner and blinded both him
and his son Bela. This did not end the civil strife, which
recurred again and again during the twelfth century, and was
one of the causes of the weakness of the monarchy in the
thirteenth. Almos once more revolted during the reign of
Koloman's son Stephen II (1114-81), but was defeated and
i For instance, Lothar III in the disputed succession between Bela II
and Boris ; Conrad III and the duke of Bavaria on behalf of Boris again
in 1146 ; and in 1158 Geza II found it wise to promise a contingent to
Frederick Barbarossa's Italian expedition.

